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Summary Long Island City, Queens
A five-year glance between 2012 to 2016 for Long Island

signifying faster transactions in the Long Island City

City’s real estate market shows a number of trends

market. Inventory has also started picking up from 2015

across different metrics. Sales prices receive gains on a

with the addition of new developments in the market as

yearly basis for both cooperatives and condominiums.

well as demand that incentivized sellers to place their

As of 2016, prices may have reached their peak as

properties in current market listings. Overall, in a five

their growth rates are significantly smaller compared to

year period, Long Island City has started heating up

previous years. As prices continued on an upward trend,

with more market activity, and is starting to become a

sales saw a decline for four consecutive years until 2016

popular option among buyers who are looking for more

when the performance achieved a moderate boost.

affordable prices outside of Manhattan and Brooklyn.

Days on the market continue to decrease year-to-year,
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The visual above reflects the total sales for both cooperatives

have received gains, especially as Queens remains a much more

and condominiums from 2012 to 2016. In a five year period,

affordable option versus areas in Manhattan and Brooklyn. With

2012 was its highest point with sales performance consistently

sales prices seeing further increases in those areas over the next

declining between 13-16% until 2015. Sales, however, finally

few years, it is likely that Long Island City will continue to gain more

achieved a 29% boost in 2016, following further additions to the

demand after 2016.

current housing inventory. Despite increasing costs, sales may

Presented above is the total yearly inventory for both cooperatives
and condominiums from 2012 to 2016. Similar to the yearly sales
volume, the Long Island City inventory decreased since 2012 which
remains to be its peak volume. Its volume rate suffered losses at a
rate between 17-22% until 2014. Based on the data, the inventory
volume started moving at an upward scale between 6-8% each
year. This may be attributed to the number of new developments

that completed during those years. The growing market popularity
of Long Island City may have also motivated property owners
and sellers to contribute to the number of marketing options for
potential buyers to choose from. Provided that buyers maintain
participation in the market, the inventory volume may continue to
see multiple gains in the next few years.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The chart presented here reveals 2012 to 2016

found more appealing bargains towards the end of

trends with regards to the median days on market

2014, and this trend continues to decrease from that

for cooperatives and condominiums. Interestingly,

year onwards as newer developments catered to

while both the sales and inventory volumes were

their housing needs. Given the cost of living in more

at its lowest peak in 2014, transaction durations

expensive boroughs like Manhattan and Brooklyn,

sped by up 60% in that year—dropping down from

some buyers may have been more willing to complete

around five months to two months. Since then, the

transactions at a quicker pace due to more affordable

overall length of transactions continues to decrease,

housing costs.

although in gradual increments. Buyers may have

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The line graph above highlights the change in prices

cooperatives lag behind in terms of sales compared

from 2012 to 2016 for cooperatives with affordability

to

increasing in both average and median terms with

gathered from the data is how the median sales price

each passing year. Price growth started off steep

overtook the average sales price by a small margin in

at first until 2015 when prices started to grow by

2015. This occurs as most homes continue to grow

small increments. This signifies that as of the current

more expensive in terms of market value with most

year, prices may have reached its peak. Sellers may

properties.

condominiums.

Another

interesting

insight

have also made some adjustments, especially as
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The graph above displays the average price per

occurs in 2015. That year was also notable for its

square feet (PPSF) as well as the median PPSF for

differences in PPSF with the average PPSF receiving

cooperatives. With only a small volume of sales

a higher value compared to its median PPSF.

attributed to cooperatives in the current data,

This occurs while the addition of new and larger

cooperatives tend to share the same PPSF in both

developments introduced higher price values at one

average and median terms. These PPSF patterns

point before fluctuating once more.

fluctuate each year, although the biggest increase

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The above bar graph showcases the median sales

their prices. 2015 showed no record of median

by property type for cooperatives from 2012 to 2016.

sales prices, possibly due to the lack of market

Given the limited number of cooperatives in Long

availability for two bedroom cooperative units. This

Island City compared to condominiums, property

property type, however, remerged in 2016 with its

units that were sold in the market usually had one

highest median sales price to date, especially with a

or two bedrooms. One bedroom units, following

newfound popularity for housing in Long Island City.

a slump in 2015, continues to see gains as more

This implies high demand from buyers attracted by

buyers continue to find appeal in Long Island City

its market offerings, although it remains to be seen

properties. This thus leads to the gradual increases

whether this trend will hold true over the next few

of the median sales price for cooperatives on a yearly

years.

basis. Two bedrooms had fluctuating sales prices
in the beginning as sellers continued to readjust

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Similar to cooperatives, condominium units in the

as of the last year, the overall market value of Long

Long Island City market have also seen consistent

Island City condominiums continues to grow. Given

price growth in both average and median costs

the consistency of this trend, it is expected that the

over the past five years. With the addition of new

new few years will show increasing price gains for

development projects and an increasing number of

condominiums in the market.

consumers completing transactions in the market

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The yearly patterns for the PPSF of Long Island

at the same time as overall sales prices. 2015

City condominiums between 2012 to 2016 mirror

is also a point when the median PPSF overtook

the ones that depict cooperatives. Both average

the average PPSF, signifying how price mark ups

and median PPSF continue to increase each year

for Long Island City condominiums caused more

with only slight gaps between them. This points

homes to lean towards expensive costs.

to a direct correlation as the PPSF sees gains

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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In the span of five years, condominiums continue

units continue to fluctuate with 2016 seeing a 15%

to dominate in terms of sales performance versus

decline following 2015 when the price was at its

cooperatives in the Long Island City market. Studios

peak. This can be attributed to renegotiations from

and units with one to two bedrooms are popular

sellers who wish to cater to the appeals of buyers.

options among buyers, thus sellers continue to raise

This may also be a good time for larger groups or

their sales prices on a yearly basis. At the same time,

families to look into 3 bedroom condominium units in

many of these studios and one to two bedroom units

the Long Island City market while prices are relatively

happen to be new developments, thus explaining the

lower compared to the previous year.

growing costs. On the other hand, three bedroom

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The chart above visualizes the sales volume by

price range in 2012 for both cooperatives and
condominiums. With sales at its peak during this
year, a 64% majority of the sales for Long Island
City’s market falls under the $500,000 to $1,000,000

price range. In general, this marks the preferred price
range for consumers for the proceeding years. 22%

Similar to the previous year, majority of homes were
sold between $500,000 to $1,000,000. This makes

68% of the total sales volume. 18% of sales were
sold between $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 while the

remaining percentage of the sales volume represents
homes sold below $500,000. For 2013, the data shown

above depicts two major trends in relation to prices

of the sales volume are for homes tagged below

$500,000. While a small percentage of sales belongs
to more costly units, the data above shows the relative
affordability of Long Island City properties compared

to other homes located in other neighborhoods in
Manhattan or Brooklyn.

the most affordable yet high quality houses factors

in with consumers’ choices for properties. This leads
to a vast majority of sales still between $500,000 to

$1,000,000. Then, given the more costly prices for this

year, there was an increase in transactions for homes
ranging between $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 in price.

and consumer preferences. Once again, the need for

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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In 2014, with another decrease in sales compared

This share represents 24% of the total sales volume. A

made between $500,000 to $1,000,000. At the same

than $2,000,000, implying not just more costly homes

to the previous year, an 87% majority of sales were
time, with additional expenses in housing costs, the

sales volume of homes tagged between $1,000,000 to
$2,000,000 was higher than the range below $500,000.

As mentioned previously, 2015 saw the lowest sales
volume over the last five years, yet its data patterns
closely resemble the ones shown in the previous year.
Most sales closed between $500,000 to $1,000,000
at a volume share of 57%. This is followed by a
27% share of sales volume that can be attributed to
homes sold between $1,000,000 to $2,000,000. The

small fraction of sales were completed at costs higher

but also increasing consumer spending power and
some demand for premium priced properties in the
market.

larger number of homes sold between the preferred
$500,000 to $1,000,000 price range further implies a
trend among buyers who are willing to pay more for
properties in the Long Island City market, especially
as their market worth continues to receive gains on a
yearly basis.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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2016 shows the largest differences in terms of sales
volume shares, as shown in the chart above. Sales
performance received vast improvements. An even split is
found between the sales volume share for homes priced
between $500,000 to $1,000,000 and the share for homes
that closed between $1,000,000 to $2,000,000. Together,
these represent a 93% majority of the total sales volume.

Once again, this shows how the number of closed sales
leans towards more expensive prices as typical sales costs
continue to increase per year. Depending on the future
sales performance of the Long Island City market, these
trends may continue to occur over time.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.
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